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REGIONAL MEETING 

Fighting Corruption Successfully: One City At A Time 
(Regional Program “Working Together 13th Meeting), January 28-30, 2011 
 
 

OBJECTIVES 
Participants in the meeting: 

 Shared information and learned from PAP 2008-2010 experience in addressing 
corruption in local governments – process, results and lessons learned were 
presented by the anticorruption practitioners‟ together with the local governments 
representatives from Romania, Croatia, Georgia and Poland, as well as Moldova where 
the anticorruption approach was applied in 2008 

 Identified future steps in order to reach scale by increasing the number of countries, 
Anticorruption Practitioners and local governments involved 

 

See Annex 1: Meeting Agenda 
 

PARTICIPANTS 
33 participants from 12 countries attended the Meeting as follows: 
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Ronald MacLean Abaroa, the former mayor of La Paz whose anticorruption approach and 
successful results inspired FPDL initiative since 2004, attended the meeting. 
See Annex 2: List of Participants  
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Participants were: 
 Anticorruption Practitioners who attended PAP Knowledge and Skills Building 

Components in 2008-2009: and who were involved in its 3rd component, applying 
the acquired knowledge and skills by working with local governments in their 
countries: 11 practitioners from 6 countries (Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, 
Georgia, Poland, Romania, Moldova) 

 Local Governments officials that applied the anticorruption intervention: 7 persons 
from Croatia, Georgia, Poland, Romania 

 Romanian Ministry of Interior expert and Romanian Municipalities Association 
program manager: 2 persons 

 Representatives of international organizations interested in the topic: 6 persons  
from LGI, UN HABITAT, WBI, PDC 

 Representatives of other NGOs interested in the topic: 7 persons from 4 countries 
(Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Lithuania, Romania) 
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Participants are working for the following types of organizations: 
 Training organizations – NGOs and consulting companies: 17 persons 
 University: 1 person 
 International and Funding Organizations: LGI/OSI, UN HABITAT, WBI, PDC (6 

persons) 
 Government (local and central): 8 persons 
 Local Governments Associations: 1 person 
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From the total of 33 participants, 22 were women and 11 were men: 
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MEETING DESCRIPTION 

FRIDAY, JANUARY 28, 2011 

An opening dinner was organized starting with 19:30. at European Youth Center Budapest, 
where the meeting was organized. At the dinner beginning a Hungarian band, called 
Synthesis Shamanic Drumming Circle offered an artistic, interactive performance, 
demonstrating how a group of diverse people can coordinate among themselves in order to 
transform noise into harmonious sounds. Participants had the opportunity to socialize, 
discuss and exchange information on their activities.  

SATURDAY, JANUARY 29, 2011 

The Meeting was organized in the European Youth Center, Budapest, Hungary. The Meeting 
had two sessions: 9.30 - 13.30 and 14.30-17.30 

Meeting Objectives and Agenda were provided to participants before the meeting, sent by 
e-mail so that everybody has a common understanding of what will happen during the 
meeting and what are the expected results of our working together.  

Participants received the booklet “Healthy Organizations, curing and preventing corruption 
in local governments” that describes shortly the anticorruption approach. The booklet had 
also a CD with the 4 case studies describing in detail the experience of four teams of 
anticorruption practitioners in applying this approach in their countries: Romania, Croatia, 
Georgia and Poland. Those participants who did not previously, received also on CD the 
Multimedia Interactive Learning Course – MILC (available in English and French) describing 
in detail La Paz experience and the concepts on which it relied. 

The meeting was started by Ana Vasilache/FPDL asking each participant to greet in their 
own language (Good morning, how happy I am to see you this morning!) as many persons 
as possible in 10‟. A short 30‟ get acquainted followed: each table (of 6-8 persons) had to 

choose one moderator, one time keeper and one spoke person. Participants around the 
table had to introduce themselves to each other (name, country, one achievement they are 
proud of) and had to discuss and agree on what they want to achieve at the end of this 
meeting. The spoke person presented shortly what was discussed at their tables. 

Ana Vasilache followed with a short presentation of the meeting objectives and agenda: the 
morning session will be devoted to share experience of anticorruption practitioners and 

their clients – local governments from Romania, Croatia, Georgia, Poland and Moldova; the 
afternoon session will be devoted to generate ideas about the future steps, in order to 
reach more countries, anticorruption practitioners and local governments. 

Till the 1st coffee break two presentations were made: 

1ST PRESENTATION:  Ana Vasilache presented the last 6 years efforts in the frame of the 

Regional Program “Working Together” in disseminating and replicating this anticorruption 
approach in CEE/SEE countries. Here after are the main ideas: 
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Background  

     Building Capacity  
 Through the Regional Program “Working Together”, in the last 15 years, FPDL have 

built the capacity of a network of “change agents”, trainers/training institutions, 
from CEE/SEE/CA countries, to promote good local governance.  

 FPDL realized that one of the biggest obstacles toward good governance is 
corruption that was spreading together with the decentralization of resources and 
responsibilities. 

 Asked if it addresses also corruption in the capacity building programs FPDL used to 
answer: NO! We build capacity for better governance by transferring knowledge and 
skills in leadership, management and organizations design.  

Addressing Corruption  

 Mayor Ronald Maclean Abaroa successful experience in addressing corruption made 
FPDL realize that it has the knowledge and skills to replicate his practical and 
innovative approach. 

 He inspired FPDL to apply in organizations the participatory strategic planning 
processes used in communities, but this time focused on curing and preventing 
corruption.  

 He describes the process in his book “Corrupt Cities” as “a therapeutic approach to 
a sick institution”: leaders, managers, staff and outside stakeholders, with the 
support of skilled facilitators, diagnose analytically and without fear their 
organization vulnerability to corruption and act as the creators of its future.   

 FPDL realized that it can further build its network members‟ capacity to become the 
skilled facilitators, to support mayors/public managers act as institutional reformers 

rather than prosecutors or policemen. 
 FPDL was aware that the identified vulnerable to corruption activities/services will 

be similar in many local governments across different countries: most of them 
linked with urban development activities, public assets/resources management, 
from planning, building permits issuing, contracting through public procurement till 
monitoring building sites and assets O&M.  

 FPDL was aware that proposed strategies may not be all new solutions; libraries‟ 
shelves are full with books describing what should be done.   

 FPDL knew that this approach benefits rely in the process itself and its power to 
bring the possible solutions into existence. Because during the process: 
o Trust and commitment is created for the planned actions implementation  
o People connect to each other as human beings with real concerns and issues, 

improving relationships  
o A positive future is envisioned, bringing energy in the organization  

o Every meeting, due to the way people listen, speak and communicate, becomes 
a model of the future they want to create  

o Discussions are focused on what people can do to create this future and not on 
what others can or need to do for them  

Replicating/Disseminating the Novel Anticorruption Approach 

 In 2004, Ronald MacLean Abaroa made a powerful presentation in front of “change 
agents” network. He raised a great interest for this novel anticorruption approach 
replication and dissemination.  

 With LGI support, FPDL focused on building “change agents” capacity to become 
anticorruption practitioners: to be able to facilitate changes from inside local 
governments by working with courageous mayors and civil servants who want to 
address the vulnerability to corruption of their organizations.  

 Its dissemination strategy was guided by the experiential learning principles: 

successful experiences can be replicated if you are able to understand the concepts 
on which they relied and have the capacity to apply them in new experiences. 

 FPDL made progress through small steps, in the limits of its funding and ideas 
evolved through trial and error.  
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Main achievements 

 A Capacity Building Program: PAP, Program for Anticorruption Practitioners with 
three components: (1) Knowledge Building (2) Skills Building (3) Real-life 
application in local governments  

 Training Materials: Corrupt Cities book, Restore the Health of Your Organization 

manual,  MILC - Multimedia Interactive Learning Course, in English and other 10 
languages,  four CEE case studies (available for free) 

 A Network of Anticorruption Practitioners, working for training or academic 
institutions in Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Belgium, Croatia, Georgia, 
Macedonia, Moldova, Poland, Romania, Russia, Serbia, Slovakia, Ukraine  

In 2010 4 teams of Anticorruption Practitioners worked with local governments to 
elaborate/implement anticorruption strategic plans, through participatory processes in: 
Romania, Croatia, Georgia and Poland. During morning session they will present their 
experience: the process, the results and the lessons learned.  

2ND PRESENTATION: Nicole Rata presented FPDL process, results and lessons learned in 
working with Craiova Local Government, to elaborate and implement an anticorruption 
strategy through a participatory process. Craiova Local Government was represented in the 
meeting by Nicoleta Miulescu, Secretary and Elvira Stancu, Director of Public Relations 
Department and Responsible with the Quality Mgmt system. Here after are the main ideas: 

City short presentation 

 Craiova Municipality is the capital of Dolj County, has more than 300.000 
inhabitants; A rich history, attested in documents since 1475; A powerful industrial 
city; An important educational center and has with rich cultural life  

 Craiova Local Government has more than 500 employees, directly elected mayor 
and 27 elected councilors. 

The Process  

 Craiova Local Government received FPDL anticorruption practitioners support in 
order to elaborate the anticorruption Strategic Plan, through a participatory 
planning process.   

 The goal was, beyond curing and preventing corruption, to strengthen local 
government integrity, efficiency, transparency and accountability. 

 FPDL Anticorruption practitioners‟ were responsible for the quality of the process, 
designed on the assumption that public leaders, managers and staff are capable, 
motivated human beings, knowledgeable about their organization problems and 
goals.  

 Local governments‟ representatives were responsible with the quality of the content  
 They were responsible for (1) identifying/analyzing the most vulnerable to 

corruption activities (2) elaborating strategies to address vulnerability causes.  
 In the self-diagnosis process were involved 315 employees from the total of 500. 

They evaluated individually, the level of monopoly, discretion and 
transparency/accountability of 33 activities/services their organization is providing; 
15 were identified as vulnerable to corruption; 6 were selected to be the focus of 
the Strategic Plan. 

 The diagnosis continued with an in-depth analysis of the 6 activities: individually, 
managers and staff answered the questions:  
o What corrupt activities could take place 
o Who may gain and who may lose if this happens 
o Why, what are the causes that may allow these corrupt activities to happen 

 Working groups were formed, supported by experts, to analyze the causes and 

elaborate solutions/strategies and action plans to address them.  Workshops were 
organized to allow working groups to meet and exchange the results of their work.  

 Councilors were invited to join the process and improve relations with the executive 
side of the organization.  
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 Training was embedded, to improve managers, staff and councilors understanding 
and knowledge on their organization culture and on the use of different managerial 
styles for staff development.  

 Outside target beneficiaries/clients of the activities/services identified as vulnerable 
to corruption, were involved in the process. They confirmed the internal diagnosis 
results and proposed solutions.  

 Central government representatives were invited to discuss the causes of 
vulnerability to corruption that could not be addressed only at local level and at the 
same time many other Romanian municipalities are confronted with.  

 People involved in the process talked openly about what they can do to address the 
causes of vulnerability (not what others can or need to do for them).  

The Results  

 Craiova LG is implementing its strategic plan focused on the 6 activities/services 
identified as most vulnerable to corruption: 
A1: Issuing urban certificates, building and demolition permits  
A2: Control of discipline in construction works 
A3: Public assets management 
A4: Public procurement  

A5: Properties registration 
A6: Human Resources Management 

 The Strategic Plan structure: Vision – Objectives – Strategies - Actions 
 The strategies and actions focus on achieving 5 main objectives: 

O1: Improve the responsible management of public funds and assets  
O2: Consolidate the Quality Management System  
O3: Increase activities transparency  
O4: Implement a modern Human Resource Management system  
O5: Improve internal control mechanisms  

 The Prize: Craiova LG received the 1st prize in the 2010 Civil Servants Agency 
Annual Competition of best practices “Quality and Innovation in the Public Sector” 
under the category “Strengthening public service integrity, transparency and 
accountability”. The project “A City without Corruption, A city with Future” was 
selected as an example of best practice, worth to be replicated in other local 

governments. 

Lessons learned 

 Leaders realized that only through retribution, fear and tough consequences people 
cannot be forced to care beyond their own individual interests; No clear vision or 
detailed plans have the power to bring the future into present without the continued 
engagement of the whole organization  

 That is why building social capital – relatedness, norms of reciprocity, mutual 
assistance and trustworthiness, was as important as elaborating action plans, time 
tables and success indicators. 

 The most important actions implemented till now (in the last 4 months): 
o Finalizing 50% of the city digital map, with the limits and public assets included 
o Finalizing an integrated system for public acquisitions monitoring, from 

contracting till realization  

o Increasing transparency toward citizens and local council by displaying on the 
website the public acquisitions list/costs   

o Improving flow of documents inside the organization by directing them to lower 
levels (not everything through mayor‟s office)  

o Elaborating new performance indicators to evaluate employees  
 The most important actions to implement in 2011  

o Finalize the city cadastre and digital map with all public assets included 

o Elaborate the new urban general plan and urbanistic rules 
o Clarify the administrative limits of the city  
o Organize a system to check and approve public investments projects  
o Increase the preventive role of the internal ethical councilor  
o Improve human resources management through all identified actions 
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 The main benefits were identified by executives and elected officials: 
At personal level: 

o Development of managerial capacities  
o Improvement of interpersonal, inter-departmental, executives and councilors 

relations 
o Learning how to be part of a team and be more accountable 
o Understanding integrity, as honoring your word by keeping your promises   
 At organizational level  

o Civil servants and councilors, identified together their organization problems and 
vulnerabilities, as well as the solutions to address them  

o The strategic plan started to be implemented  
o The work procedures improved,  

o The transparency and the staff accountability increased 
o The decision making process is more transparent  
o The messages toward citizens improved 

A short session with questions and answers followed. 
After the coffee break, three more presentations were made by the teams of anticorruption 
practitioners, together with local governments‟ representatives, as follows: 

3rd PRESENTATION: Croatia 

The presentation was done by the team of anticorruption practitioners from Chronos Info 
(Anton Barisic, Ivana Puksec, Petra Padjen) and the two local governments mayors (from 
Zabok – Ivan Hanzek and from Vrbvovec. Here after are the main ideas: 

Anticorruption Practitioners team presentation 

 Project objectives 
o Identify organization‟s vulnerabilities to corruptive activities  
o Implement a participatory strategic planning approach in developing strategy to 

prevent corruption in local governments of Vrbovec nad Zabok 
 Two local governments participated in pilot project  

o Vrbovec and Zabok are medium sized Cities with a relatively small number of 

employees; almost  all employees participated in all workshops and took active 
role in developing the strategy for prevention of corruption.  

o The project time frame was March – December 2010 
 Methodology and approach: Participatory strategic planning, Facilitation, Consulting 
 Concept of non formal education and adults learning methods, adapted to the needs 

of participants in format of one-day workshops; Focus on practical work, 
questionnaires and surveys, interactive discussions and responding to specific and 
practical issues; Looking for common understanding, consent in defining the 
solution and decision making  

 Results & achievements: in each LG 
o Two preparatory meetings 
o Five workshops 
o Understanding of corruption 
o In depth diagnosis  

o Organisational development 
o Corruption prevention strategy  
o Satisfaction of the LG and sustainability of the intervention  

 Future plans 
o Multiplication of the project methodology and approach to broader audience 
o Round table on prevention of corruption 
o Regional Anti-corruption web portal 
o Anti-corruption practioner network 

Zabok Mayor, Ivan Hanžek, presentation: 

 The City Zabok local government is spreading to 34 km ² covering the city and 16 
villages with less than 3000 households and approximately 9500 inhabitants  
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 About 300 companies and same number of crafts; 4500 employees;   
 City council - 15 councellors, City Administration – 18 employees  
 City of Zabok governing bodies are: City Office, Department of Finance, Department 

of Municipal Services and Public needs  
 Vision: Aspiration of Zabok City as local government is to be modern and organized 

city that uses its geographical and traffic position, potentials and resources to the 
maximum as the business centre of the County. At the same time the city that 
identifies the needs of the economy and other businesses subjects, identifying their 
needs and creating positive business environment providing preconditions for 
economic and socio-cultural development and growth 

 The reason for participation in project 
o  Be in line with European initiatives and national needs 

o  Ensure better living and working conditions for citizens 
o  Taking preventive actions against corruptive behaviour 
o  Developing mechanisms for prevention of corruption 
o  Have a “real” strategy with concrete action to take 
o  Improvement and further development of the organisational structure and 

creating a modern local government for 21 century  

Vrbovec Mayor, Vladimir Bregovic, presentation: 

 City of Vrbovec has been administrative and economic center for centuries, and has 
always aimed for excellence and community development  

 Located  in the northeastern part of Zagreb County, comprises  42 villages on 
159.05 km2, about  15000 inhabitants, 200 active companies. 

 The City Council comprise 15 members,  City Administration has 22 people and 
consists of 

 Mayor's Office, Department of Social Services, Department of Municipal Services, 
Department of Finance 

 Vision: Aspiration of Vrbovec City as local government is to become infrastructural, 
residentially and economically regulated urban centre desirable for living, opened 
towards citizens and investors with responsible and transparent Local administration 
and environmentally conscious citizens 

 The reason for participation in project 

o The capacity building of city administration employees  
o Increase transparency and openness of the City Administration 
o Preventing potential corruptive behaviour 
o Using external and international expertise to improve organisation and 

functioning of city administration 
o Take an active role in national anticorruption campaign 
o Being responsible to the citizens 

4rd PRESENTATION: Georgia 

The presentation simulated a TV talk show – Hard Talk. Through simulating an interview, 
the Georgian team of anticorruption practitioners (Girogi Meshkidze, Helen Romelashvili 
from Civitas Georgica) and Lanchkhuti councilor (Amiran Gigineishvili) presented the 
process, results and main lessons learned in Lanchkhuti municipality. Here after are the 
main ideas: 

Q1: What is this Anti-Corruption Initiative and how did you become involved in it?  

 Joint LGI/WB initiative administered by FPDL to establish network of anti-corruption 
practitioners and to cure and prevent corruption. 

 Civitas Georgica got involved in the process in 2009 by participation in PAP. After 
theoretical and practical training, we have implemented pilot project in 2010 in 
Lanchkhuti. 

Q2: Can you tell our international audience a little bit about Lanchkhuti 
municipality?  

 Location: West Georgia, mainly mountainous with Black Sea coast 
 Population: 40 000 people, one town and 15 surrounding communities , 60 villages  
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 Socio-Economic situation:  Few employment opportunities, agriculture  
 Local government structure:  
 local council (elected) and executive branch/mayor (appointed) 
 26 elected council members and 107 employees in mayor‟s office  

Q3: Why did you pick Lanchkhuti municipality to work with? Is it particularly 

known for corruption?  

 The PAP approach focuses on prevention procedures and building organizational 
integrity so that there is neither opportunity nor motivation to engage in corrupt 
behavior. 

 Why Lanchkhuti? It has previous experience of working with civil society 
organizations,  Average size, income – quite typical municipality,  Cooperative local 
government, open to innovations 

Q4: Why did Lanchkhuti local government agree to take part in this project?  

 Nothing like that was ever done in Georgia before, would like to be the first 
(pioneer) to try it 

  Zero-tolerance policy towards corruption (in particular bribery) declared by central 
government  

 Experience in previous cooperation with Civitas  
 Talking about transparency, accountability and integrity in pre-election period (May 

2010) was important 

Q5: So how did you go on with the corruption prevention process?  

 Obtaining strong support from mayor, memorandum of collaboration 
 Establish strong working team – guiding coalition 

 Nine members: deputy mayor (leader of the group), heads of departments: 
Procurement, Finance & Budgeting, Property Management, Public Relations, 
Infrastructure & Development, Social Services, Organizational (including human 
resources) , one local councilor 

Q6: Who decided on the composition of the guiding coalition? Did it change during 
the project?  Why do you have a representative of local council engaged? 

 Mayor recommended key managers – department heads. 
 The composition changed due to LG elections in May, 2010. However, some people 

remained engaged. 
 Presence of elected council member, gives legitimacy to the work of the coalition as 

strategic plan must be approved by the council. 
 Ownership for the process and results stay with guiding coalition. 

Q7: Which were the key stages in your work with the guiding coalition?  

 Stage 1 – Information collection  - Documents & Survey  
 Stage 2 –analysis and identification of corruption vulnerable areas 
 Stage 3 – Getting to root causes of problems 
 Stage 4 – Working out solutions & elaborating strategic plan 

Q8: What did the survey demonstrate and which areas did the guiding coalition 

select to tackle? Vulnerability Analysis Survey Results highlighted that guiding coalition 
members, municipal employees and citizens identified similar areas of activities as 
vulnerable to corruption, such as human resource management, operation and 
maintenance services (street lightning, parks), issuing licenses for small trade and building 
permits, public transportation, land management 

Q9: What did the strategic plan contain?  

Lanchkhuti LG strategic objectives: 
 Improve management and increase transparency of infrastructure projects selection 

and implementation in the interests of citizens 
 Establish adequate working conditions for effective functioning of staff  
 Increase staff qualification and motivation  
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 Develop service regulations and standards to prevent and limit the possibilities of 
misuse of the official position for personal gains  

Focus areas of strategic plan 

1. Human resources management:  
 Recruiting/dismissal  

 Promotion, bonuses, assessment 
Most of activities focused on this  
2.  Improvement of municipal territory  

 Selection of infrastructure projects  
 Control of implementation/monitoring of implementation of infrastructure 

projects 
Less actions here due to introduction of electronic tender system 

Q10: Why did Lanchkhuti local government decide to focus on these two fields 
selected and not others?  

 Decentralization process in Georgia not complete 
 Many functions that are under control of LG in Europe are still at national level in 

Georgia 
 Thus, the emphasis was put on issues that the municipality can tackle 

independently 

Q11: So what were results of your work?  What did each of you learn from 
engagement in this one year project?  

 Lessons Learned – LG:  
o Different forms of corruption – not only bribery, cultural issues – nepotism, 

protectionism 
o Despite the fact that we all (guiding coalition members) work in the same 

building, our communication needed improvement 
o Strategic thinking 
o Elaboration of the plan is not enough, it needs implementation 
o Our plan will be part of national plan 

 Lessons Learned – Consultants 

o Focus on municipal function/area rather than department 
o Publicity of the project is important 
o Communication and meeting with the coalition should occur at least once a 

month, homework in between 
o Engagement of elected council representative in the work of guiding coalition is 

crucial 

5th PRESENTATION: Poland 

The presentation was done by Piotr Sitniewski, representing the team of anticorruption 
practitioners from Bialystok School of Public Admninistration. Sokolka Local Government 
was represented by vice mayor  Czesta Sanko and Urszula Wróblewska urban planner. 
Here after are the main ideas: 

 Where is Sokółka City? North-east of Poland; Mayor Stanisław Małachwiej, 
Secretary Zbigniew Tochwin, Main Accountant – Janina Kucharewicz  

 Signing Agreement– May 28, 2010, Establishing the Guiding Coalition with  Mayor 
involvement  

 Preparing and conducting a series of 3 Workshops for the Guiding Coalition 
members and other stakeholders:  
o The first Workshop (June 22-23, 2010), 13 participants took part  
o The second Workshop (July 15-16, 2010), 13 participants took part  
o The third Workshop (August 19-20, 2010), 13 participants took part  

 Diagnosis - Preliminary Diagnosis consisted of two phases:  
o Legal analysis – the analysis of legal regulations together with internal acts 

concerning the Sokolka Local Government structure, field of activities, division of 
competencies, HRM procedures  
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o The empirical research was done with the help of 2 questionnaires: 
questionnaire designed for citizens (14 questions) and questionnaire designed 
for the City hall employees (16 questions) 

 During the preliminary diagnosis, the activities/services were divided into 
6 clusters:  
o Decisions and Permits,  
o Control and Supervision,  
o Public Property Management,  
o Cooperation with Citizens,  
o Public Procurement  
o HRM.  

 In total the Organization specified 41 activities/services vulnerable to corruption and 

at the same time having negative impact on the citizens‟ lives.  
 5 areas and activities included in the Strategic Plan: Permits and Decisions, Internal 

Control, Supervision of Organization Units, HRM, Public Property Management  
 In all analyzed areas, after completion of problem charts, experts have come to the 

conclusion that the key problems come from one source – HRM.  
 Solutions: Workshops results were analyzed and completed by Prism experts. This 

Strategic Plan will be presented in February 2011 to be discussed and completed by 

all Guiding Coalition members. They will decide also on the needed time and 
resources for strategies implementation.  

 Ask not what your community can do for you, but what you can do for the 
community: the base of the strategic plan  
o Task 1: Have clear internal procedures 
o Task 2: Create an effective system of internal control  
o Task 3: Create and keep equal distribution of duties 

o Task 4: Create system of trainings 
o Task 5: Create transparent system of recruitment, motivation and employee 

appraisal 
o Task 6: Support effective information flow 
o Task 7: Build supervised teamwork 

6th PRESENTATION: Moldova 

After lunch Valeria Ieseanu, UNDP Moldova presented the results and lessons learned 
through implementing the anticorruption approach in 5 local governments, in collaboration 
with FPDL, in 2008-2009. UNDP PROGRAM: Transparency and anticorruption strategies at 
local level promoted the practical, innovative and strategic approach  to treat and prevent 
corruption in local governments and communities through participatory strategic planning 
processes. The  approach was inspired by the experience of Ronald MacLean Abaroa 
described in the book “Corrupt Cities” and by FPDL manual “Restore the Health of Your 
Organization” 

The following main ideas were presented: 

The Process Steps:  

 Awareness Raising Workshop April 14-15, 2008: a Conference attended by 75 
participants, elected and appointed officials from central and local level, experts 
involved in anticorruption programs from international and national organizations; 
an Interactive Workshop attended by 35 Mayors conducted by FPDL facilitators . In 
both events, Ronald MacLean Abaroa, former mayor of La Paz, shared with his peers 
the successful experience of La Paz 

 Training of Facilitators August 4-8, 2008, designed and conducted by FPDL, 
attended by 20 participants, working for 5 training/consulting organizations, 
selected by UNDP Moldova among more than 35 applications. Objectives:  

o A better understanding of the main concepts 
o A common understanding of their roles in working with mayors and local 

governments 
o Improved knowledge and skills in the design and facilitation of participatory 

processes  
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 Intervention Process in Rezina  
o Workshop # 1, Diagnostic: identifying activities vulnerable to corruption 
o Finalizing Diagnosis, Diagnosis Report 
o Workshop # 2, October Diagnosis validation and solutions elaboration 
o Strategic Plan elaboration, 1st Draft 
o Workshop # 3, Discussing and finalizing Strategic Plan 
o Elaborating project(s) to be funded by UNDP Moldova 

Implementation of projects and other strategies 

 Rezina: Improvement of the HR Management  

o Assessment of the HR Management in the LG: was conducted and a series of 

issues      came up: Requests from citizens – a too long, consuming and 
unnecessary process, Recruitment, promotion and motivation – unclear, 
Citizens‟ access to LG info (decisions, staff,…), Dilapidated organizational 
structure, Old job descriptions, Accountants‟ office inefficiency  

o Improvement of the overall HR system through: Guidelines for staff recruitment, 
selection, motivation and promotion elaborated and approved; Participatory 
elaboration of job descriptions and their approval; A new organizational 
structure proposed (not approved); Citizens‟ Guide elaborated and distributed; 
Informational board installed in the LG Hall  

 Drochia & Soldanesti: Improvement of citizens’ access to information 

o Elaboration of LG web page and training of local specialists in its maintenance 
(www.primaria-soldanesti.md and www.primaria-drochia.md) 

o Installation of Information Access Points connected to web page in the LG halls  

 Cimislia: Improvement of the acquisition system 

o Assessment of the acquisition system in the LG  
o Elaboration of a Set of acquisition regulations and procedures and its approval  
o Creation of an Acquisition database placed on the LG web site 

(http://www.cimislia.md/?q=ro/node/97) which is permanently updated 

 Ialoveni: Improvement of the mechanism of issuing construction licenses 
and permits 

o Elaboration and approval of a Procedure‟s manual  
o Creation of a database of all issued documents  

Challenges and Lessons learned 

 From the very early stage, professionals and high-level practitioners should be 

involved in the process 
 LGs which are to be involved in the process should demonstrate strong 

engagement, openness and commitment (competitive process) 
 If the LG has a Development strategy in place, the Anti-corruption component 

should be incorporated in it  
 The capacity building component should be strengthened (selected implementers 

should have a better understanding of the concept and methodology) 

 To ensure intervention‟s succes key persons with  decision power and 
responsibilities should be involved at each project‟s stage  

 Workshops should be organized as residential (at least the first ones) 
 To motivate LGs to participate more actively in the process, a motivation/bonus 

system should be thought (through grants, small projects implementation) 
 Sustainability of the initiative should be ensured through its institutionalization, 

where/when possible  

As a next step, the rest of the afternoon sessions focused on the future steps. Before 
participants split in groups to generate ideas, Ana Vasilache had a short presentation, 
including the main conclusions: 

http://www.primaria-soldanesti.md/
http://www.primaria-drochia.md/
http://www.cimislia.md/?q=ro/node/97
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 The journalist David Bornstein wrote about social innovations that have become 
large movements. In his book “How to Change the World: Social Entrepreneurs and 
the Power of New Ideas” he tells about how successful transformations came into 
being.  

 What is interesting is that FPDL recognized its program features in what he presents 
as successful social innovations.  

 Not one of his successful examples started as a government or large-system-
sponsored program. Each initiative began with little funding and no fanfare. Is 
exactly how FPDL started.  

 He concludes that changes that began on a large scale, initiated from the top and 
driven to produce quick wins inevitably produced few lasting results. Sustainable 
changes occurred locally and happened slowly. This is the way FPDL worked. 

 Each successful innovation had behind deeply committed leaders focused to make a 
difference and bring something new into the world. These social entrepreneurs were 
patient enough to give their ideas time to evolve and find their own way of 
operating.  

 Years were spent to learn what the best approaches are and identify the types of 
people required to being successful. Is what FPDL did. 

 And finally, his conclusions give hope for a successful future of this initiative. He 

found out that only after the initiative has evolved and succeeded on its own terms 
that it began to grow, gain attention and achieve a level of scale that touched a 
large number of people.  

 Where we are now?  
o This novel anticorruption approach evolved  
o It is recognized as a best practice 
o It gained the attention of many countries local and central governments, 

academic institutions and international organizations.  
o It needs now to achieve scale 
o This can be done by increasing the number of countries, anticorruption 

practitioners and local governments involved.  

That is the reason the sessions were held: to use participants knowledge and creativity, to 
generate ideas about the next steps that will lead to increased number of countries, 

anticorruption practitioners and local governments; To go from One City to Many Cities At 
A Time!  

Participants worked in 3 groups: 

 Anticorruption Practitioners 
 Public Institutions 
 International Organizations 

The ideas they generated will be used by those persons and organizations committed to 
support this anticorruption approach reach a larger number of people, through increasing 
the countries involved, the number of trained and skilled anticorruption practitioners and 
the number of local governments involved. 

Ideas generated by the Anticorruption Practitioners Group: 

Actions for Anticorruption Practitioners (interested in the process):  
 Translate methodology case booklet into local languages 
 Formalize network of Anticorruption Practitioners (possible financial support from 

Mott, Marshall) 
 Develop TOT module on Anticorruption 
 Use web resources: face book, blogs, websites, electronic database 
 Develop Multilanguage portal 

Local Governments (interested in results) 
 Adapting the booklet for this audience in order to disseminate approach 
 Disseminate through mayors meetings, conferences, LG Associations 
 Involve LG officials as experts (those experienced) 
 Collect success stories for database (increases credibility) 
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Citizens, Civil Society, media, Business (interested in the benefits, shift in thinking) 
 Educate journalists (emphasize the difference between prevention and hunting 

those guilty) 
 Academia: include in PA curriculum 

Ideas generated by Public Institutions representatives 

 Lobby local/national government to establish anticorruption laws on local/national 
level  

 Most credible and trustfull would be, if experience would be shared by mayors 
personally during the meetings of their  national Associations  

 Media Events: www.facebook.com  A(B+C), B (A+C), www.ourwebsites.com – make 
it more popular locally  

 TV conferences with the mayors and anticorruption practitioners  

Ideas generated by International Organizations representatives  

Consider scale-up initiatives from the perspective of both demand and supply sides:  

For demand side: create the demand by 
 Increasing the visibility of the program in CEE-SEE/ Middle East/ Africa/ Latin 

America,  
 Having awareness raising activities for LG representatives,  
 Marketing successful cases,  
 Creating public demand for LG integrity (also through strategic alliances)  

For the supply side, strategies for scale-up may include:  

 Build capacity of regional centers to have a cascading multiplying effect,  
 Create a larger team of professionals who are knowledgeable in complex 

interventions by focusing to involve skilled management/OD consultants,  
 Create a certification system for anticorruption practitioners  

http://www.facebook.com/
http://www.ourwebsites.com/
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EVALUATION 

At the meeting end participants were asked to assess: 

 

     

Participants evaluated that meeting fully achieved objectives, that meeting was very well 
organized and that they were very satisfied with the meeting results. 

They answered also the question “Anything else you want to say?” 

 It was a nice meeting 
 Corruption is down 
 Thank you (2), Good job! Thanks 
 Great job as usually. Congratulations!!!Both for content, process design and 

involvement 
 Thank you for good work and best organizing this event (Amiran, from Georgia)  
 I love you, no one is like you! 
 It might be useful to invite the actual beneficiaries to the annual meetings (local 

Governments, technical staff), they feel appreciated and can replicate the message 

  Congratulation for the years of inspiration and good work  
 Show must go on! 
 Thank you for inviting me to this Conference. We need FPDL approach as soon as 

possible in Bosnia  & Herzegovina I shall try to find sources for funding, but if you 
have any suggestions, mutual efforts may bring more fruitful results. Hugs, Jasenka 

 Excellent!!! We did have fun! 
 Thank you very much to invite us and give the opportunity to learn a lot  

 I‟m impressed! You are excellent! I love your team! 
 Drums is „! Idea. Ana and Nicole keep this way! 

We, as the meeting organizers/designers and facilitators, conclude that this meeting 
strengths were: 

 The fact that anticorruption practitioners and their clients – the local governments 
representatives from different countries presented together their experience, 
demonstrated that they worked as partners  toward achieving the same goal: 
elaborating and implementing the anticorruption strategic plans 

 A peer to peer learning process happened during the meeting, among anticorruption 
practitioners as well as local governments representatives, increasing their 
commitment and inspiring their future actions 

 The process of generating ideas about the future, in which all three sectors 
representatives - NGOs, Local Governments and International 

Organizations/founders from different countries and regions of the world, worked 
together – played an important role (1) in stressing that they can and should rely on 
each other and (2) in clarifying what each of them should do to support this 
initiative to reach more people, by increasing the number of countries, skilled 
anticorruption  practitioners and local governments involved 
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ANNEX 1 

 
 

REGIONAL PROGRAM „WORKING TOGETHER” 

 „Fighting Successfully Corruption One City At A Time” 
January 28-30, 2011, European Youth Center, Budapest, Hungary 

 

Objectives 
 To share information and learn from PAP 2009-2010 experience in addressing 

corruption in local governments – process, results and lessons learned will be 
presented by the anticorruption practitioners‟ together with the local governments 
representatives from Romania, Croatia, Georgia and Poland, as well as Moldova where 
the anticorruption approach was applied in 2008 

 To identify future steps in order to reach scale by increasing the number of countries, 
Anticorruption Practitioners and local governments involved 

 

 

AGENDA 

 
Friday, January 28, 2011 

During the day Participants arrival, accommodation in European Youth Center 
Budapest (EYCB) Zivatar Stree 1-3, Budapest, H-1024 

19.30-22.30 Regional Meeting opening dinner at 4th floor EYCB: the Synthesis 
Shamanic Drumming Circle will offer an unforgettable experience at 
dinner beginning! (So, don‟t be late!)  

 
Saturday, January 29, 2011 

9.00-9.30 Participants registration, at 4th floor EYCB 

9.30-13.00 Morning Session 

9.30 –11.00 Participants get acquainted  
Program for Anticorruption Practitioners PAP: what we achieved  

One City at a Time: Craiova, Romania 

11.00-11.30 Coffee break 

11.30 –13.00 One City at a Time: Vrbovec and Zabok, Croatia; Lanchkuti, Georgia; 
Sokolka, Poland  

13.00 – 14.00 Lunch break  

14.00-17.30 Afternoon Session 

14.00 – 15.00 Lessons learned in Moldova  
Future steps for reaching scale by increasing the number of countries, 
Anticorruption Practitioners and local governments involved – group 
work 

15.00 –15.30 Coffee break 

15.30-17.00 Presentation of future steps 

17.00 –17.30 Conclusions and Meeting evaluation  

20.00 –22.30 Closing dinner (In a nice Italian restaurant near hotel) 

 
Sunday, January 30, 2011 

During the day Participants departure  
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ANNEX 2 

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS 

 
  Country Name Organization/Position E-mail 

1 Albania Klotilda Tavani 
Partners Albania Program 
Manager trainer_1@partnersalbania.org  

2 
Bosnia and 
Herzegovina Elmida Saric Izbor Plus Director es@izborplus.ba 

3 
Bosnia and 
Herzegovina Jasenka Perovic Izbor Plus Program Manager jp@izborplus.ba 

4 Coatia Anton Barisic Chronos Info Director afbarisic@chronos.hr 

5 Croatia Petra Pajden Chronos Info Program Manager ppadjen@chronos.hr 

6 Croatia Ivana Puksec Chronos Info Program Manager ipuksec@chronos.hr 

7 Croatia Ivan Hanzek Zabok Mayor zabok@zabok.hr 

8 Croatia Vladimir Bregovic Vrbovec Mayor grad-vrbovec@zg.t-com.hr 
 

9 Georgia Elene Romelashvili 
Civitas Georgica Porgram 
Manager hellenr27@gmail.com 

10 Georgia Giorgi Meskhidze Civitas Georgica Director gmeskhidze@civitas.ge  

11 Georgia Amiran Gigineishvili Lanchkuti Vice Mayor lanchkhuti@civitas.ge  

12 Hungary/LGI Masha Djordjevic LGI Program Manager mdjordjevic@osi.hu  

13 Italy Antonella Valmorbida 
ALDA ASSOCIATION OF Local 
Democracies Agencies Director antonella.valmorbida@aldaintranet.org 

14 Kenya/Ethiopia Gulelat Kebeded 
UN HABITAT Chief Training and 
Capcity Building Branch Gulelat.Kebede@unhabitat.org 

15 
Kenya/Poland/ 
USA Tomasz Sudra 

LGI SC and FPDL Board of 
Directors member tsudra@gmail.com 

16 Lithuania 
Jurgita Kersyte-
Gazaryan 

School for Democracy and 
Administration  jurgita@vdm.lt   

17 Poland Piotr Sitniewski 
Byalistok Public Administration 
University Professor  piotr@sitniewski.pl  

18 Poland Urszula Wróblewska  Sokolka LG Urban planner tefenet@poczta.onet.pl 

19 Poland Czesła Sańko Sokolka LG Vice Mayor czesanko@hotmail.com 

20 Republic Moldova Valeria Ieseanu 
UNDP Moldova Program 
Manager valeria.ieseanu@undp.org 

21 Romania Nicole Rata FPDL Deputy Director niole@fpdl.ro  

22 Romania Ana Vasilache FPDL Executive Director ana@fpdl.ro  

23 Romania Olivia Baciu FPDL Program Manager olivia@fpdl.ro  

24 Romania Carmen Marin FPDL Financial Manager carmen@fpdl.ro  

25 Romania Kristina Creosteanu 
FPDL Board of Directors 
Member kcreosteanu@yahoo.com  

26 Romania Steluta Purcaru 

Association of Romanian 
Municipalities Program 
Manager steluta.purcaru@amr.ro  

27 Romania Cristina Belba 
Ministry of Interior, Unit for PA 
Reform, Expert cristina.belba@mira.gov.ro   

28 Romania Elvira Stancu 
Craiova Local Government, 
Public Relations Director relatiicupublicul@primariacraiova.ro  

29 Romania Nicoleta Miulescu 
Craiova Local Government, 
Secretary nioleta.miulescu@primariacraiova.ro  

30 Romania Luca Bica 
Juridical Resource Center, 
Program Assistant luca@crj.ro  

31 USA/WBI 
Ronald MacLean 
Abaroa 

World Bank Institute, Senior 
Governance & Decentralization 
Specialist rmacleanabaroa@worldbank.org 

32 USA Julia Roig 
Partners for Democratic Change 
President jroig@partnersglobal.org 

33 USA Sabine Palmreuther World Bank Institute spalmreuther@worldbank.org 

mailto:trainer_1@partnersalbania.org
mailto:grad-vrbovec@zg.t-com.hr
mailto:grad-vrbovec@zg.t-com.hr
mailto:gmeskhidze@civitas.ge
mailto:lanchkhuti@civitas.ge
mailto:mdjordjevic@osi.hu
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